Resizing Artwork Photos for Square’s File Requirements
Overview: This handout has info about digital image editing
software like Photoshop, digital files, the process of resizing to be
web friendly and 1000 pixels by 1000 pixels, saving your files, and
the easy way to save files for the web using PowerPoint.
Editing Software and Shareware
Adobe Photoshop is the paid professional software Photoshop.com
Photoshop Express is a free app for your phone adobe.com/products/photoshop-express.html
GNU Image Manipulation Program (GIMP) is freeware that is like Photoshop gimp.org
Pixlr is an online photo editor and graphic design tool. pixlr.com
Canva is an online interactive design tool that includes photo editing. canva.com
Microsoft PowerPoint is a slideshow presentation tool. microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365
Google Slides is a free online slideshow presentation tool. google.com/slides/about/
Full disclosure, I, Renne Emiko Brock, have been paid to teach college students and create art with
Adobe Photoshop since 1992. That was before layers! I might be bias. Use the tools you can afford.

Your Digital Files
When you are working with digital files you need to have a firm understanding of the intended use of
an image, this effects what kind of file you will be using throughout the process. There are four stages
an image can go through: Acquisition, Manipulation, Archiving, and End Use Delivery. We will review
these stages as they pertain to Photoshop.
Acquisition
Always start with the best, the biggest, and the brightest. You can’t fix everything, so it is important to
obtain the best quality image from the very start. You will gain your image through a camera, video
capture, or scanner. You want them to be lossless to retain a high fidelity. If you are using your phone
camera, pick the square size for this to match the square format of what is required for the Square
Shop.
Manipulation
When you are working with an image manipulation and editing software (Photoshop is a proprietary
software), you can read and edit standard image formats. But, if you want to increase your ability to
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edit an image, you need to save a version as a Photoshop File with the extension .psd. You can
continue to work on that file with all the layers and fun stuff; compared to a standard file you will lose
that ability to make changes easily.
Once proprietary formats are used for editing and final editing has been achieved, you need to save
an archival master or delivery image as a non-proprietary format. Always keep your original edited
image file (.psd) just in case you need to return to it. Trust me.
Archiving
The archival master should be at the highest practicable resolution, in keeping with the storage
facilities available and the same acquisition resolution and format you started with, like TIFF or PNG.
You want your archival format to hold metadata associated with the image. The format should be
lossless, best color / grayscale, and a standard format that is readable by most image editing
software.
You should end up with two types of archived images: an archival original which is the unedited
acquisition file and an archival master the edited file.
Delivery
Your delivery file formats are dependent on the end use. Is it for print publication or electronic
publication like web, video, or mobile phone?
If you are working with a professional, it is best to work with them directly to give them exactly what
they need. Find out the needs of the equipment, the color and resolution capabilities, what kind of
storage device they need for delivery, the image use, and the nature of the image. Don’t be shy about
consulting with those doing the production; it is your stuff get it done right the first time. Watch out for
RGB and CMYK Modes. Ask which is right for your project.
Basic print publication formats are JPEG, PNG, TIFF, or GIF. CMYK Color Mode.
Basic electronic publication formats are JPEG, PNG, or GIF. RGB Color Mode. This is what you will
be using for the internet.
More about File types
Photoshop has a native file format called PSD. The PSD file format supports layers and nearly all of
Photoshop's tools and commands. PSD is a non-compression file type that does not loose quality
when you resave and close it. XCF is the file extension for an image file native to GIMP.
GIF (Graphics Interchange Format) commonly used to display graphics and small animations in
web pages. GIF is a compressed format designed to minimize file size and transfer time. GIF
supports only 8-bit color images (256 or fewer colors). You can also save an image as a GIF file
using the Save for Web command. How do you say GIF? Just like my favorite peanutbutter!
JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) used to save photographs, JPEG format retains all
color information in an image but compresses file size by selectively discarding data. You can choose
the level of compression. Higher compression results in lower image quality and a smaller file size;
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lower compression results in better image quality and a larger file size. JPEG is a standard format for
displaying images over the web.
PNG (Portable Network Graphics) used for lossless compression and for displaying images on the
web. Unlike GIF, PNG supports 24-bit images and produces background transparency without jagged
edges; however, some web browsers do not support PNG images. PNG preserves transparency in
grayscale and RGB images.
JPG vs. GIF vs. PNG
There are 3 common file formats for still images and graphics on the internet. JPG is the most
common for full color photographs. JPG files can support over 16 million colors. GIF and PNG are
used primarily for flat color logos on the internet. GIF and PNG files are limited to only 256 colors.
PNG is a newer file format than GIF and displays better quality graphics. PNG and GIF are
acceptable file types for solid color graphics on the web. Sometimes you will have a button with a
photo or a logo with a photo. In that case you should save the file as a jpg and a gif then choose the
file that looks best on your web page. Sometimes you need to try out different options to see what is
most winning for your website.
Export for Web in Photoshop optimizes your images! This is a screen shot of the Export for Web.
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Image File Types, Resolution, and Color Modes
A large photograph will take longer to download than a small photograph. Optimization is the process
of fine-tuning the display quality and file size of an image for use on the Web or other online media.
You will use Photoshop to optimize your photographs for quick and efficient download speed.
To create your web friendly optimized image file, you may have to change the pixel per inch (ppi) and
actual size first before saving. Remember, you don't want to mess up your working file in this process.
You are going to be changing the quality of the file. That is why you do Save As or Export to gain the
web delivery file and do not save the working file if you reduced the quality of the file by changing the
resolution and size.
For the Square PAFAC System, we are aiming for a file size that is 72 ppi resolution that is 1000
pixels by 1000 pixels width and 1000 pixels height.
JPEG and PNG are currently the primary file types for photographs on the Internet. Use these file
types for your artwork.
RGB Color Mode and optimize for the web. Look under the Image dropdown menu > Mode > RGB
Color be sure that is checked.
A computer screen is only 72 to 92 pixels per inch (ppi) compared to printed work is 300 to 1200 dots
per inch (dpi). To reduce load times, there is no reason your web graphics should have a resolution
over 72 ppi.

One way to resize an image is using the Crop Tool. You can use the Crop tool and in the option bar
set the size you need to crop to. Be sure you put in px for pixels with the number for the sizes
because the default is inches.
Most of the time, you will resize an image file is through Image Size window.
When in an application like Adobe Photoshop or GIMP, remember you want to change the resolution
first, then the pixel size.
Change the image size under the Image dropdown menu > Image Size to open this window.
In the Image Size Window, be sure the link is activated so that the scaling is in proportion.
You want to change the resolution first, then the pixel size.
Change resolution to 72 pixels/inch.
Then change the width and height size to 1000 pixels.
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Click the OK button.
You want to save this file as a different file than your working file.
File dropdown menu, Save As or Save a Copy or Export > Save for Web. Save a JPG or PNG file.

This is a screenshot of using the Image Size feature in Photoshop.

Using Microsoft PowerPoint or Google Slides to build a set of files.
For this, you want to use the template file is called “PAFAC Makers Market Template 1002 pixels by
1002 pixels”. It is almost 1000 pixels.
You can use the PowerPoint template to scale, crop, and save your images.
If you want set your own slide size, you can do that under the Design ribbon Click > Customize >
Slide Size > Custom Slide Size.
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To place photos on the slide, go to the Insert ribbon and Click Pictures.
Find your photo file and click the open button to insert it.
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To scale your photo to fit the square size, click and drag a corner handle. The handles are the little
squares.
To keep the image in proportion, only use the corner handles. To rotate the image, use the circle
arrow at the top.
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As you scale and move your image by clicking and dragging, you can see a faint outline of the slide
background.
While in Normal View, you can see a preview of what the slide image will actually look like when
saved.
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Under the File ribbon, choose Save As. When the saving dialog box opens, locate where you are
saving your file first.
Title the file and change the Save as type to JPEG or PNG. You might need to scroll down to find it.
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Save as type: JPEG Click the Save button.
It will ask which slides. Just This One.
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You could do all your photos as a slideshow with separate slides for each item.
Save As... JPEG.
It will ask which slides. All Slides.
The files will go in a folder and you can rename the files later.

Thank you very much!
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